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I am a fifth year architecture student with 3$ years of previous
office experience in architectural firms. Throughout this time
I have been asking myself the question, "What is unique about the
architect?" Why is he different from the engineer, project coor
dinator, developer, contractor, town planner

or any other group

or individual involved in the decision making process of building
design? What is his unique contribution in today*s society?
If I am to believe that he is not unique then I must also
believe that he is destined for extinction due to the specialized
competition he is working with,

He is not able to specialize in

all aspects of the building profession. There no longer exists
the "Renaissance Man" or the "Jack of all Trades", Society and
technology are advancing too rapidly. The individual in the build
ing profession lias no alternative but to specialize in order to
provide a competent service to the public,
I refuse to believe that the architect is destined for ex
tinction.

Therefore I must determine why he is unique. In a major

sense this uniqueness derives from the architects specialized abil
ity to provide an aesthetically pleasing design solution to a pro
blem pertinent to the built eirvironnient•

This is where the tradi

tional controversies arisej "What is an aesthetically pleasing
design solution"? "What is architecture"?
The academic as well as the professional groups have all
attempted answers to these questions. In most cases the results

have been only intuitive responses, "the gut feeling".

The indivi

dual would define "good design" in his own terms, & philosophy. In
the more successful cases where some individual distinguished himself
in the profession such as Frank Lloyd Wright or Walter Gropius, a
popular philosophy would evolve from this person's work. The stu
dent of architecture would study these philosophies long after the
architect's popularity peaked.

The student would then attempt to

adopt a form of one or many philosophies and apply them to his own
design process.

This method still remains as a major means of

understanding the aesthetic approach to architectural design.
I disagree with this approach because it fails to consider
the primary purpose of architecture which is, to provide a satis
fying environment that will enhance the experience of those for
which the environment is directed, the people.
Many practicing architects and students who are design ori
ented rely heavily on architectural solutions and philosophies
of the past to arrive at what they consider to be an aesthetically
pleasing design solution. This method is inadequate because the
architect has concluded that the philosophy or design solution
is successful due to its popularity within the profession rather
than its acceptance by the intended user.

Jon Lang in his paptn? "Theories of Perception and Formal
Design" has said;

"While we recognize that the images of good architec
ture which architects have* results from the emphasis
on sensual organization, spatial experience, and symbolic
form in their education, -we must recognize that this
imagery is not related to the experiences and tastes of
the people who use the buildings architects design....
It is increasingly important that the architects search
for the means to recognize, understand, and reinforce or
transform the mental images which people hold of archi
tecture."
At this point you may ask "How do I design for the people,
there are euch great numbers of different personalities and ex
perience levels involved.

How do you please everyone?"

Obviously you cannot please everyone and you never will.
Yet you must txy to understand how your design decisions might
approach this end.
How can you enhance the experience of those for which
your design solution is directed?

This is the question I shall

direct my attention to in this thesis proposal.

h

THESIS STATEMENT

Viva. La Difference!
The degree of difference man perceives in his
experiences with the environment relative te
his concept and the actual experience, deter
mine his level of satisfaction. The architect
therefore, must understand how to manipulate
these differences in order to design an envi
ronment that will enhance the experience of those
for which it was intended.

THESIS SUBJECT

A self-contained gambling casino, hotel complex
on the Boardwalk in Atlantic City, New Jersey,

In order to enhance the experience of those for which an
architectural design solution is directed, you must first under
stand how people respond to environment in general.

What are

the common denominators of human perception.
In order to respond to the environment we must first be
made aware of it, perceive it through our senses.

The architect

must therefore have an understanding of the perceptual process.
Walter Gropius once wrote:

1

" If we can understand the nature of what we see and the
way we perceive it, then we will know more about the
potential influence of man-made design on human feeling
and thinking•"
John Portman supports this statements

•

"If a building is to meet the needs of all people, the
architect must look for some common ground of under
standing and experience. The need for this common ground
led me back to people as creatures of nature, perceiv
ing theiir environment through the five senses."
I shall briefly describe the process of perception to provide
a basis for understanding how the mind receives, processes and,stores
and retrieves environmental information.

I shall emphasize vision to describe the perceptual process *
since it ie the major sense involved in the architectural exper
ience.
In order to define perception I must first define the parts,
Cues, Percepts, Concepts, I shall begin by describing the cue*
In order for the brain to identify a specific experience it
relys on past experience.

This past experience may be 50 years

ago or .just the preceding imago within the field of vision. The
individual elements of past experience are called cues. They can
best be explained by example. A good example of a cue is a letter:

W
Each letter of a word is a cue to its meaning. The rela
tionship of each letter to the other is also a cue to meaning,

WATER
Our experience with tahese cues and their relationships provides
the meaning to our present experience. A doorknob wouB.be another
familiar cue.
A single cue is inadequate to properly define an experience.
The interaction of many other cues is required.

The interrela

tionship of these cues in the visual field relative to their ori
entation in space and sequence in time, identify the experience.
This identity is referred to as the percept.

It is a translation

of the stimulus pattern within the visual field into a form more
familiar to the individual brain.

This may be a process of com

paring the electrochemical patterns produced by the visual stimulus
to those electrochemical patterns stored in memory from p&^t ex
perience •
James Gibson, in his book The Perception of the Visual Worlds
describes the charecteristic of the percepts
11

It is never completely determined by the physical stimulus.

Instead^ the percept is something essentially subjective in that it
depends on some contribution made by the observer himself."
I shall use the letter cues again to define the pereept. The
form and interrelationships of the letter cues in a word identify
the wDrd.

As an example:

WATER

If we are familiar with the letter cues and their relationships
from past experience the word pattern will be translated into a
form more familiar to our memory.

The percept in the above ex

ample is the word, WATER. If combined in a sentence, the word
becomes the cue to the translation of the sentencet

WATER RATIONING IS PROPOSED FOR THIS COMING SUMMER

If we are familiar wi*.h these word cues and their inter
relationships from past experience our brain will translate the

U

sentence pattern into a form more familiar to our memory* The
sentence in this case is the percept. If, however we receive a
stimulus pattern a part of which we have not perceived in the past
and consequently does not exist in our memory as a cue, the corres
ponding percept will not include this unknown cue. As an example
when you read the sentence:
100 ARE DESERVING OF ENCOMIUM FOR YOUR EFFORTS IN THE TEST.

You may not have experienced the letter pattern ENCOMIUM before*
If this is the case, the corresponding percept would produce only:

YOU ARE DESERVING OF

FOR YOUR EFFORTS IN THE TEST.

The brain would have no way of identifying the unknown part
of the sentence pattern because you had not perceived it before
and thus did not have it available for the comparison routine.
After the brain has performed the translation routine of
stimulus pattern to percept it then uses the percept to select a
corresponding experience category stored in memory. This exper
ience category is referred to as the Concept. The concept is a
configuration of cues relative to a specific type of experience,
stored and developed from past experience. The concept supplies
meaning to the present experience. Arnheira, a psychologist spe
cializing in visual perception describes the concept in hi© book,
Art and Visual Perception*

Only rarely does the stimulus material conform exactly to
the shape it acquires in perception. Perception consists
of fitting the stimulus material with templates of rela
tively simple shape, which I call visual concept categor
ies. The simplicity of these visual concepts is relative,
in that a complex stimulus pattern viewed by refined vision
may produce a rather intricate shape, which is the simplest
attainable under the circumstances
James Gibson also describes the concept;
"The stimulus variable within the retinal image to which a
property of visual space corresponds, need be only a cor
relate of that property; not a copy of it."
The concept is difficult to illustrate by example but I shall
provide a highly simplified versions

WATER RATIONING IS PROPOSED FOR THIS SUMMER.

This stimulus pattern will first go through the translation pro
cess described earlier which will provide the percept.

This in

turn is compared to corresponding experience categories in memory*
The corresponding concept is selected and may be something like:

LESS WATER THIS SUMMER.

Obviously the actual form is an electrochemical pattern not a
group of sentences and words flowing through the vessels in the
brain.

No one has yet discovered exactly how the brain processes

this information.

Perception is the interaction of all these components, cues,
percepts, and concepts to effect awareness.
The primary requirements for visual perception as outlined
in "Light and Vision" by Conrad and Mae, are:
"1* The object must be big enough to be seen in the visual
field.
?• The light source must be intense enough to produce some
kind of response, this intensity varying with the par
ticular conditions, such as wether the observer's eyes
are at that moment adapted to the dark or light.
3. The stimulus must last long enough to insure that the
response has time to take place.
iw The object must be different enough from the surround
ings to be distinguished for what it is- "
In reference to the fourth requirement, Arnhelm, in his
bookArt and Visual Perception", states:
" If a perceptual pattern is simply organized and differs
clearly from its environment it has a correspondingly good
chance of being easily recognized*... One cannot recog
nize something as a thing known* expected, or to be reac
ted to unless it is deacriminated by its sharply defined
character-"
In order to differ significantly enough from the environ
ment the stimulus pattern must meet the needs of the individual
at the time,

Herschel Leibowitz describes this process in his

book "Visual Perception":
" We perceive to & great extent, what we want to perceive....
we select from the many possibilities of perception those
which relate to our needs at the moment* Only those items
which I notice shape my mind - without selective interest,
experience is an utter chaos.We do not perceive indis
criminately but rather attend to those factors that have
become meaningful to us through past experience."

IS

In reference to selective interest, Arnheim states:
n

A perceptual act is never isolated; it is only the most
recent phase of a stream of enumerable similar acts, per
formed in the past and surviving in memory. Similarly,
the experience of the present, stored and amalgamated
with the yield of the past, precondition the percepts of
the f\iture."

William James also refers to selective interest:
M

Millions of items of the outward order are present to my
senses which never properly enter my experience. Why?
Because they are of no interest to me. My experience is
what I agree to attend to.5'

Awareness tr perception therefore* acctxri tfhen %h« 6timu3.ua
pattern

meets the needs of the individual.

The need may be one

of a predetermined nature which involves matching the stimulus pat
tern to a preselected concept. Thi3 may be in the form of conscious
ly searching for a specific stimulus pattern that will meet the n
needs of the observer at that time.

WALNUT AVE

The need may also occur by chance, unexpectedly, when a per
son encounters a stimulus pattern that corresponds to his needs c
preconditioned from past experience.

In both of these examples the stimulus pattern compared positive
ly with the corresponding concept developed from past experience.
Our needs corresponded to this positive comparison, therefore, the
stimulus material wae perceived and we responded to it. The con
cept in this case remains significantly unchanged following the
experience•
Another type of need the brain responds to is that for sig
nificant differences in the stimulus pattern relative to past ex
perience.

This is referred to as perceptual learning.

If the

percept compares significantly different from the corresponding
concept, awareness will occur,

The concept is then revised to in

clude the unfamiliar stimulus variable which will precondition
future experiences.
On the following page I have attempted to graphically illus
trate the process of awareness. I have emphasised the perceptual
learning process, awareness produced by significant differences
between the stimulus pattern and the existing concept.
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James Gibson refers to the process of perceptual learning
in his book, "The Perception of the Visual World":
" Flux of optical stimulation contains all the information
that is necessary for visual perception. Thus the primary
learning experience in visual perception is not that of
making associations with elemental forms but of differen
tiating smaller and smaller differences in qualities,
features, and dimensions of variation. Perceptual learning
thus consists of attending to variables of stimulation
not responded to before
..the development of percep
tion seems to proceed from the seeing of gross differences
to the seeing of fine differences..
.it is the process
of progressive differentiation accompanied by the organ
ization of these differences and relationships in memory
that determines how we perceive the environment."
Arnheim also refers to this process calling it active selectivity
which he says is:
" a basic trait of vision, as it is a trait of any other
intelligent concern; and the most elemental preference
to be noted is that for changes in the environment
Perception shifts from similarity to distinction. Dif
ferentiation takes place because the situation calls for
it."
Arnheim goes on to explain how we distinguish between differ
ences:
n

Daring learning, the distinguishing features of test pat
terns come to fore. The difference may be one of kind
or degree. If it is one of degree, such as size or in
tensity, learning is typically concerned with the relation
between stimulus rather than with their absolute magni
tudes. The observer..,.learns to select the larger of the
two sizes or the darker of two grays. The interval be
tween the two values can be narrowed or stretched. Simi
larly, when the difference is one of kind - red vs green
or triangle vs circle - learning will not refer narrow
ly and mechanically to the specific shade of green or to
the particular shape of the triangle. What is learned is
the differences between redness and greeness, between
triangularity and circularity."

We encounter this visual flux in the environment in two
ways:
1. Our movement through the environment.
2. Changes in the environment itself. Some examples of this are.
a. Seasonal changes
b» Changes in weather conditions.
c. Changes caused by the wind,
d. The dynamic effects of the sea and fire.
e. Changes in light .and shadow caused by the movement of the
earth about the sun.
f. Changes produced by the growth process in plants, animals
and man,
"Probably nothing fascinates people more than the sight
of another human face. One of the first images recog
nized by the infant is the mother's face, and through
out life the brain's memory center identifies individuals
by their particular facial features."
Up to this point I have been discussing the process of
visual perception. This however does not explain how we achieve
satisfaction from these visual experiences which is the primary
concern of the architect if his goal is to enhance the experience
of the environment.
The nature of the brain to react to differences in the en
vironment is the basis for aesthetic design and knowledge.
George Santayana in his book, "The Sense of Beauty" refers
to this relationships
" Man has a prejudice against himself5 anything which is a
product of his mind seems to him to be unreal or compara
tively insignificant * We are satisfied only when we fancy
objects and laws independent of our nature. Fran these
despised feelings of ours the great world of perception
derives all its value? if not all its existence®
Things are interesting because we care about them, and be
cause we need them."

In order to understand how man achieves satisfaction from
his experiences with the environment I roust first determine the
priority of man's needs. D.E. Berlyn in his book "Conflict,
Arousal, and Curiosity", refers to the needs of man as:
" A force in the mind that organizes perceptions, cognition,
and behavior to transform an existing unsatisfying situa
tion» "
Abraham Haslow classified these needs according to their
order of priority:

"1* Physiological needs:
Hunger, thirst, fatigue, sex, self preservation.
2* Security:
Protection from physical and psychological harm*
3* Belonging or love needs%
Relationships of responsive affectionate / authoritive
* needs.
lu Esteem needs:
Held in high evaluation by others*
Actualization needsi
The desire to fulfill ones total capacities.
6. Cognitive and aesthetic needs:
Thirst for knowledge or desire for beauty. n
The above list suggests that an aesthetic need may be ig
nored or interferred with because other needs must be met first.
This is not to suggest that it is the least important need, in
fact it exists to enhance the first five needs* It provides us
with a meaning to our existence. "The spice of life".
The architect must attempt to understand how this aesthe
tic need might be met*

Berlyn has outlined the requirements

necessary for an aesthetic product:
w

An aesthetic product has to accomplish two things; it
has to gain (and maintain) the attention of the audi
ence and it has to keep arousal within limits. n

In order to accomplish this Berlyn suggests:
"Diversity, Complexity, novelty and ambiguity in a compo
sition are conditions which lead to arousal and attention;
Order, organisation and repitition keep arousal in moder
ate and tolerable bounds.......Upsetting the balance be
tween factors that allay arousal, result in discomfort."
In general, the conditions which lead to attention or
arousal are those visual stimuli within the field of vision
which when compared to a corresponding concepts in memory,
compare significantly different.
The visual experiences most recent in our minds are the
most dominant in determining the degree of significant differ
ence that will be perceived,,

The degree of significant differ

ence is determined by the relationship between what I shall re
fer to as Simplicity and Complexity within the visual field.
Each being equally dependent on the other for existence. I define
visual complexity in this case as a condition in the environ
ment requiring more effort to comprehend relative to the more
clearly defined and well organized simplicity existing within
the same visual pattern.

Complexity may b#,preferred to la terms

of diversity, novelty, asymmetry, ambiguity, etc.

Simplicity

likewise may be referred to in terns of organization, unity,
repitition, symmetry, etc.
All our visual experiences contain this simplicity / com
plexity stimulus relationship. It occurs both in space and
time. It is present in the instant visual image as well as
the experience occurring through time.

As an example:

Imagine walking down a very busy commercial street in a typical
urban center. Before you is a highly complex setting of adver
tising signs, textures, color and movement of people and vehicles.
Tour attention is being dominated by your particular interest at
the time. There are so many stimulus variables competing for
attention that you are not being entertained in any significant
sense.

In this situation you are part of the grand performance.

Soon you come upon a relatively large open 3pace, a park in the
middle of the highly complex man-made urban environment. Your
attention would be instantly drawn to the park. If this is the
first encounter with the area and you have the time, you would

most likely be physically drawn into the park*

It is refresh

ing because it offers a significant contrast to the previous
experience. The teeee and fountains and the casual no-rush
attitude of those seated In the park provide a significantly
different experience from the relative high complexity provided
by the street scene. In this case the naturailelement provided
the subordinate attention feature, simplicity. If the park
on the other hand were to be an oasis in the desert it would
provide the more complex stimulus within the visual experience
and would still be the subordinate attention feature.
The least degree of complexity in the visual field relative

to simplicity, the greater the level of awareness or attention.
Inversely, the least degree of simplicity within the visual field
the greater the level of attention. As an examples Refer to the
graph on the following page.
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An aesthetic product, therefore9 in order to gain the

attention of the audience must possass a dominant featur© of
a complex or simple nature*

The dominance must be significant

and clearly distinguishable in order that the opposing fea

tures will not compete for attention «. Sanoff describes how
dominance may be achieved in his paper on the "Visual Attri

butes of the Physical "Environment" 2
" Dominance is achieved when one quality - a. hue* or shape
- occupies appreciably more of the design than others."

I—
•

•

Doiainant Feature
•

•

•

A
L

n

n

n

Subordinate attention feature*

Therefore, according to BerlyrTs previous statement}
" an aesthetic product must gain and maintain the
attention of the audience."
dominance must clearly exist within the visual experience to
affect attention. To maintain attention it must exist at dif
ferent levels of priority and time. Thi3 will allow attention
to shift from the gross differences to the fine differences with
little conflict. A controlled sequence of visual esrents.

I

I,
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In the above example the vertical forces provide the gross domi
nance while the horizontal forces effect the attention. The next
dominant feature in the sequence is the rectangular forms as con
trasted to the subordinate triangular shape.

Frank Lloyd Wright successfully achieved this sequential
order of dominance.

He composed form that was significantly

different from the existing examples. The dominant architec
tural styles of that period relied heavily on classical form
which emphasized the vertical forces through the use of the
exposed column shaft as well as the general proportion,
Wright contrasted these vertical forces by employing
the horizontal forces as the dominant feature of his design.
The horizontal form would therefore be the attention feature
relative to the past experience of those observing the structure
at that time. He contrasted the vertical forces within his com
position, such as chimney stacks, with the dominant horizontal
forces provided by the walls and low roof Line, The vertical
feature in this sequence would provide the attention feature
thereby m&intaing the attention, The following is an examples

In this example materials were used to further contrast
opposing features.
In many of his other design soluti&ns Wright would use
surface ornamentation to emphasize opposing forces.

This would

provide a further means of maintaining attention relative to the
dominant unadorned surfaces.
Simply gaining and maintaining the attention of the audi
ence is yet not sufficient to produce a satisfying visual exper
ience.

According to Berlyn the aesthetic product also requires

thit-attention be controlled. Aro>j»al kept within limits. To do
this the dominant feature of the experience must be integrated
with the corresponding subordinate feature.
The graph on the following page illustrates this effect.
The satisfying experience exists somewhere between the maximum
degree of- attention and relative indifference. Too much contrast
has almost the same

effect as no contrast.
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If complexity is the dominant feature of an experience, the
subordinate feature, simplicity, must include some of the elements
or cues that make up the dominant feature. The integration of the
dominant features provides a transition, a link, between the con
trasting features. Again I shall refer to Frank Lloyd Wright as
an example. He generally would use as the dominant feature, the
natural environment which he would integrate with the subordinate
feature, the built environment, Ke would also resort to using re
petitious facade ornamentation on the building as was commonly
found on the more familiar classical styles of the period. In
this way Wright was integrating an element or cue of the dominant
feature with the subordinate feature, thus controlling attention.
Refer to the sketch on page 27 as an example.

In our lives the familiar experience is the dominant
feature which we use to compare the unfamiliarj, subordinate
experiences,

/he degree of difference9 the level of contrast

we perceive between these two features determines the degree
of attention that we will direct to a particular experience.
Integration as 3tated before will aid in manipulating
the range of difference in order to achieve maximum satisfac
tion from the experience# The degree of attention must be
controlled between the new experience and our memory or con
cept of a corresponding experience.
This may be achieved by integrating elements or cues of
the past experience with the new experience.

The degree ®f

integration necessary to achieve a range of maximum satisfac
tion is relative to the type of experience.

As an example:

If you were to live in the same environment, house, for
l£ to 20 years you will have developed a highly detailed con
cept of that environment. You have now decided to hire an archi
tect to design your

,rdream

house".

In order to provide a

design solution that will meet with your satisfaction, the
architect must become familiar with your previous experience
due to its high level of development«, A visit to your present
home.

Siiice your concepts are so well developed in this cate

gory, home, a relatively small contrast between your past ex
perience and the new environment is all that is necessary to
achieve maximum satisfaction.

The more contrasting the two

experiences are the least satisfying will be the new experience.
The architect must provide a high degree of integration in this
case.
A younger couple on the other hand who have decided to have
their first home designed by the architect will not have such
highly developed concepts cf home®

Knowledge of their past exper

iences is still necessary to provide ao;r.e integration within
the new experience,

Satisfaction will be achieved in this case

at much higher levels of contrast between past experience and the
architect's design solution than in the previous example.
As another examples

An architect is hired to design a

small office building in a town the size of Bozeman. The town
has been growing since the late 19th century*

It is a well

established community with most families living there for at
least '10 years. The residents of the community are very famil
iar with their town. In general the concepts of the community
are highly developed«

The architect must consider this in his

design approach. He must provide a high degree of integration
within the new environment relative to the surrounding dominant
features to achieve a satisfying response from the ma.ior portion
of the community. This integration may be achieved by choosing
cues provided in the surrounding environment such as materials,
textures, scale, etc., and including them within the new addition
as appropri ate. I must emphasize here that the architect need
only select cues provided by the immediate surrounding environ
ment rather than conducting an exhaustive search of the whole

town. Only those cues that are clearly distinguishable within
the visual range of the site are necessary.
Where it is necessary that the new environment not compete
for attention with a subordinate feature within the existing en
vironment, a very high degree of integration must be achieved.
In doing this the new environment will become part of the dominant
experience leaving the existing subordinate feature to continue as
the primary attraction.

A common example of this occurs when

an architect is comraisioned to design a building in an area where
a significant historical structure exists as a popular attrac
tion.
We are able to achieve satisfaction from high contrast ex
periences when they involve those environments of which we are
least familiar. This may be why children can adapt to new en
vironment a quicker than the adult.

Some examples of satisfying

high contrast experiences are: Gambling casinos, Amusement
parks, zoos, resort developments, and even the moon colony as
an extreme.

The least developed our concepts of a particular

experience category the more open we are to high degrees of dif
ference between what w© expect and the actual experience.

In

these cases, maximum satisfaction occurs within the high range
of contrast. If the unusual experience is not much different
from what we had expected we will not achieve a significant de
gree of satisfaction from the new experience. The chart on the
following pag« provides a general example of the relationship

of satisfaction to the type of experience. In actual applica
tion the relationship will vary according to the individual's
past experience with a particular concept*
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This thesis proposal provides only & general understanding
of a possible alternative to the architectural design approacho
I have provided a graphic example on the preceding pages as
a test of this propotal the subject of which is a self-contained
gambling casino, htrial complex on the Boardwalk in Atlantic City
New Jersey <»

7b* sublet J hare selected to illustrate njy thesis propo
sal is a self -contained gambling casino, hotel complex to be loca.<
ted on the Boardwalk in Atlantic City,New Jersey#
A similar project is actually proposed for Atlantic City.
The client is Resorts International, a large development firm in
Florida. They have selected as the architect, John Portman &
Associates cf Atlanta, Georgia.
I have chosen to use this project as my subject, I have
helpful information from soma of those involved with the actual
project.
Mr. Irv Weiner of John Fortran's office has been as helpful
as reasonably possible at this early stage of development *

He

has supplied me with a preliminary outline ©f the project, I
have included a copy of the correspondence on the following page.

<fy, Jr, the Assistant

Mr. John McAvad

Urban Renewal Super

visor for Atlantic City, and a life long resident of the area has
been especially helpful in supplying me with information relative
to the site and various studies that habeen conducted on the
impact of casino gambling on Atlantic City and the redevelopment
potential of the "IJptaim Site".

John Portrnsri & Associates

Ai ctiitfcts mul l-ngineera
225 Peai tttocc Street. N.F..
Suite 1800
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
Telephone 404 522-8811
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January 27, 1977

Mr. John T. Brenan
Montana State University
School of Architecture
Bozeman„ Montana
Dear Mr. Brenan:
John Portman has forwarded your letter to me and I shall be
pleased to help you in any way that I can.
The owner's program is, unfortunately, a very schematic one.
In essence it is, a hotel and casino complex that is to house
a 1000 room hotel (future expansion capabilities for an addit
ional 1000 rooms); a casino area of approximately 60,000 square
feet; entertainment facilities (two theaters); sports and
health club facilities (.indoor and outdoor); convention facil
ities; shopping area; parking facilities. I have enclosed an
extract that describes some of the ancillary spaces that are
necessary for each of these areas. We are in the process of
developing a more definitive program for our client but I am
afraid it will not be completed for several more weeks. I
shall be glad to send you a copy of it when it is drafted.
Our "research material" v/as, primarily, a trip to Las Vegas.
I would suggest that you write to some of the hotels there,
specifically, Caesar's Palace, Las Vegas Hilton and the MGM
Grand and request their convention brochures. These offer
a fairly complete description of their facilities. We found
them to be quite informative.
If there is any further way I can be of help at the present
time please write.
Sincerely,
JOHN/PORTMAN & ASSOCIATES

Detroit Office: 409 East Jefferson Street, Detroit, Michigan 4322c
IVesf Const Office: 701 West Fifth Street, Los Angeles, California 90071

cc:

S.P. Steinberg

ARTICLE 14
OTHER CONDITIONS OR SERVICES
.1

The project as described on page one may be built as a
single phase or multi-phase project. Terms and conditions
hereto set forth on pages two through seven shall apply as
a single or multi-phase project.

.2

INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES
14.2.1

Interior Design Services shall be provided for, but
not limited to the spaces listed below and subject
to "Terms ana Conditions of Agreement between Owner
and Architect for Interior Design Services" attached.
HOTEL:
Public Lobbies, Restaurants, Bars, Lounges, Entertain
ment Room, Prefunction Areas, Ballroom, Junior Ball
room, Meeting Rooms, Exhibition Area, Public Restrooms,
Management Offices, Executive Offices, Exhibition
Offices, Guest Room Corridors, Guest Rooms, Guest
Suites .
CASINO:
The Gambling Room, Public Lobbies, Restaurants, Bars,
Lounges, Management Offices, Executive Offices, Employee
Lounges, Public Restrooms.

-1

ENTERTAINMENT FACILITIES:
Theatres, Cabarets, Public Lobbies, Lounges, Offices,
Public Restrooms, Back-stage areas.
SPORTS AND HEALTH CLUB FACILITIES:
Public Lobbies, Restaurants, Bars, Lounges, Management
Offices, Executive Offices, Public Restrooms, Tennis
Courts, Squash Courts, Handball Courts, Swimming
Pool; Jogging Track, Exercise Rooms, Locker and
Shower Rooms, Steam and Sauna Rooms, Etc.
CONVENTION FACILITIES:
Meeting Rooms, Banquet Rooms, Exhibition Areas, PreFunction Areas, Public Lobbies, Restaurants, Bars,
Lounges, Management Offices, Public Restrooms.
SHOPPING FACILITIES:
Storefront Design, Sign Criteria, Tenant Design Criteria,
Tenant Design Review.
PARKING FACILITIES:
Management Offices, Lounges, Public Restrooms.
M liO

I shall present my design solution in a schematic form that
will emphasize my design approach relative to my thesis proposal#
I shall provide a more detailed design approach to the casino
space to farther test my proposal on. the interior experience•

I
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HISTORICAL NOTES
Atlantic City is a small island off the southeastern coast
of New Jersey*

It's original name is Absecon Island derived from

the Algonquin Indians \to were the first visitors to the island.
The Indians gave up all tittle to the island by deed in 1667 to
the "Proprietors of West Jersey",
Thomas Budd became the first land holder in 1695 and in 1783
Jermiah Leeds became the island's first permanent resident.
In the early years farming became the principal source of
income for the island settlers. Those people who lived directly
along the shore were dependent on the sea and it's products for
existence.

Clams, crabs oysters, fish, whales, sea hay, cedar

wood and salt.
In 185>0 Dr. Jonathan Pitney, a mainland physician launched
an advertising campaign by way of letters to Philadelphia news
papers in which he extolled the advantages of Absecon Beach as
a health resort and urged that a railroad be built to hasten it's
development.

He carried the battle to the New Jersey Legislature

with the support of glass, iron and lumber interests from the
hinterland of the shore area and in 1852 was successful in ob
taining a charter for a new rail line from Camden, N.J. to Absecon
Island.
The new resort wa» officially incorporated as Atlantic City
on March 3, l85ii.

On July 1,

lQ$h

the first train carrying six

hundred passengers arrived at 12:30 P.M. at the entrance to the
United States Hotel.

hh

The United States Hotel occupied a II4 acre location which
fell completely within what is new the "Uptown Site". It adver
tised such features as "gas in every room,.billiard rooms,
ten-pin alleys, shboting galleries, and a daily morning, after
noon and evening open-air concert. The illustration on the fol
lowing page shows the hotel at its Deleware Avenue location
fronting on the railroad right-of-way along Atlantic Avenue.
By 1900 the railroad had made Atlantic City the major
shore resort on the east coast.
THE BOARDWALK
If any other facility could challenge the railroad as the
"maker of Atlantic City4' it would have to be the Boardwalk. In
a sense the Boardwalk itself was a product of the railroad in as
much as it was originally conceived by a railroad conductor,
Alexander Boardman, who also owned a local hotel and saw the
Boardwalk as a means of preventing strollers from tracking sand
back with them from their walks on the beach.
The first such walk was built in 1870 and was an immediate
success. It has r^en rebuilt and expanded in width, length and
strength many times since the opening. By the 1880's it, in
addition to being the most popular strolling and gathering place
in the city, had also become the principal commercial street, the
most prestigious location for all the newer and better hotels, and
amusement, entertainment and exhibition centers.

United States Hotel
Atlantic City N.J., 1877
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Everything from rolling chairs (a larger version of the
Chinese "rickshaw") to salt water taffys seemed to add the glamor

to the famous walk.

Every few years from 1882 to 1912 a new

ocean pier wojild provide more space for amusements and new

attractions.
A description written in I9OI4 called the Boardwalk :
"...an endless dress parade.....Nowhere in the world is
there such a kaleidoscope of beauty0"
Dr. J.B. Thompson, a city commissioner in 191U said of the walk:
"To say the Boardwalk is Atlantic Gityfs greatest asset is
obvious and trite. As far as the lure and prosperity of
Atlantic City is concerned it might as well lose the sea
as its Boardwalk. Possibly it could survive the loss of
the former more than the latter} for the delights and fas
cination of the great promenade are all its own to tens of
thousands of visitors and the sea is but an added attrac
tion."
Annual events like the Easter Parade, Ice Capades and Miss
America Pageant have continued to draw additional thousands to
the Boardwalk.

ATLANTIC CITY TODAY
Atlantic City is presently experiencing a continuing eco
nomic decline.

This is evidenced by:

1. A population decline of 1^,000 persons since I960 to
a current level of Ui,000.
2. Average unemployment in 1975> of 20 percent with peak
month unemployment registering 2k percent of the labor
force.
3. Stockvcivailable hotel room, the backbone of the City's
tourism and convention industry, reduced by iiO percent
since I960,
h• Decreases in luxury tax collections, a prime indicator
of the vitality of the tourism and convention industry,
down ?.8h million dollars in 1975* from $3*38 million
in 1970.
Declining visitation by convention delegates, a main
stay of thf city's economy, from an estimated li77>000
delegates in 1970 to an estimated 360,000 in 1975.
6. Increased demolition of aging or dilapidated buildings
without corresponding replacement of new commercial,
hotel and housing stock.

GAMBLING CQMSS TO ATLANTIC CITY
A maior event has recently .jolted Atlantic City out of the
continuing trends toward decline.
An Amendment to the New Jersey Constitution has been accep
ted by the voters of New Jersey to permit casino gambling in
Atlantic City.
Economic Research Associates, contracted by the Atlantic City
Redevelopment Authority, have established what they felt was the
most likely course which would be taken in the development of
casino hotels, their style of operation, market orientation, and
other factors.

The following is a summary of some of these pro

posals •
A. MINIMUM DEVELOPMENT ASSUMPTIONS
1. A minimum of 200,000 sq. ft, of casino gaming space will
be developed in Atlantic City. This will result in the
construction of between four and six casinos in Atlantic
City#
2. The development of casinos will be limited to operations
in existing or new hotels having a minimum number of rooms.
This minimum room number would be established by the
State Gaming Regulation Agency. For our analysis, it was
assumed that this minimum would be somewhere between
ljOO and 700 hotel rooms.
The large casino hotels that will bf» developed will provide major
entertainment attractions, such as name headliner shows, which will
also enhance the drawing power of Atlantic City.
B. Assumed GAMING PROGRAM
1. All gaming will operate in specific areas within State
licensed hotels. No gaming operations will be permitted
outside of these licensed hotel casinos«

h9

B.

2. Approved games to be permitted in the casinos will con
sist of the following?
-* Dice (Craps)
Roulette
* Slot machines
* Card games:
Blackjack
Poker
Baccarat

Other games, such as bingo, keno, chance wheels, parimutual parlors,
sports events stakes, etc., will be prohibited.
3. The casino gaming program for Atlantic City will also
include:
*
*
*
-*
*

No restrictions, on hours.
Dress code will be minimal.
Exterior sign controls will be enforced by the City,,
Rigid planning controls on locations will be enforced.
Other regulations as deemed necessary by the State Gaming
Agency.

This list is by no means conclusive or specific. It is only meant
to serve as a guide for future decisions.
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THE UPTOWN SITE
The site I shall be using has been named the"Uptown Site"
by the Atlantic City Redevelopment Authority.
Except for a slight curving along the Boardwalk side as
may be observed in the aeri&i photograph on the following page,
it is a rectangular plot approximately 1510 ft wide and 205£ ft
long.
The obove described area contains approximately 71 gross
acres of which 20.ij2 acres are not available for development«
The sites which are not available for development consist of the
f ollowin^fategories;
1. Parcels with their original buildings still standing
which have never been acquired bjr the Housing Authority
and Urban Redevelopment Agency,
?. Parcels which have already been 3old by the agency for
new development most of which has already been completed.
3. Existing interior streets such as Pacific and Oriental
avenues must remain in tact due to the part they play
in Atlantic City's overall throughfare system.
The remaining £0*f>8 acres of cleared land are available for rede
velopment.
The site plan on page (

) describes those areas not part of

the development package,
NOTE: The aerial photographs on the preceding page shows the
Breakers and St. Charles Hotels.

These have been cleared away

since this photo has been taken. Also a high rise apartment
facility (Senior Citizen Housing) has been built in the north
west corner of the site since the photo.

Uptown SiteLocation
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SITE ACCESS
Except f©r the direct connection via Virginia Avenue t© U.S.. Route
30, motor vehicle access to the Uptown site from all $>ther facili
ties, services or points of interest would ordinarily and most
easily be by way of Atlantic or Pacific Avenues, respectively the
city's first and sec end most important traffic arteries.
Intercity Public Transportation;
Bus Travel : Two principal lines run |>art the Uptown site on
Atlantic Avenue,
Jitney Service? A ten passenger step van type vefeisrle which is
an Atlantic City institution.

They run 2h hours

daily through the Uptown site via Pacific Avenue o
Taxicabs•
Boar A Walk Transits
Rolling Chairss Similar to the Chinese Rickshaw o
Multi - car Trams:
The pace in both case® is about the same as a brisk walk.
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Aerial View of Site

ATLANTIC
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SURROUNDING CONDITIONS
To The West
Virginia avenue is the western boundary (see plan p. (58)).
The commercax heart of the City borders on and extends westwardly from Virginia avenue.
I he uses oi Pacific Avenue are heavily predominated by
hotels, motels and private residential buildings, primarily
apartments and rooming houses •
The area from Pacific to Atlantic is heavily commercial.
The City's main regular shopping district runs along Atlantic
Avenue from the Uptown Site, westward.
To The North & Sast
A predominantly residential area of approximately 350
acres extends north and east from the Uptown Site to Absecon
Inlet - the eastern extremity of Absecon Island.

This whole

section is referred to as the Inlet Area.
While there are some sound streets and neighborhoods
scattered around the Inlet Area and although two of the most
heavily patronised sea food restaurants in the entire city are to
be found on the Boardwalk along the inletf

the area has gener

ally deteriorated and is characterized by vacant and dilapi
dated buildings.
The entire

acre site is available for new development.

To The South
The site has an excellent beachfront more than 1500 ft

wide.

Phe boardwalk is 60 feet wifie across the southern boundary

of the site,

;he most heavily traveled section of the Atlantic

City Boardwalk runs from Convention Hall to Steel Pier which is
locatea on the rfoardwalk at Virginia Avenue t1ust across the street
from the Uptown Site,

TOPOGRAPHICAL CONDITIONS
The ; act thaat thi3 site had been developed with high rise
ouildings for at least three quarters of a century is really
good evidence in itself that the soil bearing capacity is adequate
to support

multi-storied buildings.

Studies have also been

made to support this assumption,,
Ground water was encountered at depths varying from
to 6 feet with the shallower water levels occuring ,iust inland
from the Boardwalk,
Generally the topography could be described as flat, al
though the land does rise gently and uniformly to Atlantic
Avenue.

The average curb grade elevation in the site is 6.95 ft

above the mean high water level.

HEIGHT RESTRICTIONS,
The Uptown area is under no prohibitive limitations with
regard to the height of the development which can occur on the
site.
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DESIGN DEVKLOPMEffl1
6w1. gn development begins with a reasonably clear understending c.i

the problem.

This includes meeting with the client

to establish the preliminary design reqiri.remen.ts and develop an
understanding o.

the scope of the proposed project. This is fol-

lowed by conducting further research as appropriate to esta
blish a reasonable understanding of the problem such as review
of zoning restrictions, soil conditions, existing site condi
tions, seismic data analysis, space requirements relative to
the specific building type, etc.
I shall not venture into such detail in this problem due
to the contrast between the scope of the project and the actual
time available for proper research,.

It is also not necessary

that I approach such detail to establish a t*st of the thesis
proposal.
I have attempted to establish an understanding of the
nature of the project by studying visitor information brochures
supplied by various casino, hotel complexes in Las Vegas,
Nevada that are similar in scope and content to this project.
These included a simple floor plan of each complex. I have
aLso visited many of these facilities in the past.
These efforts have made it possible for me to achieve a
reasonable understanding of the problem given the present
conditions.

"
'

AESTHETIC DEVELOPMENT

.•^,!uieuic (ie 'elopment begins by considering the visual
experiences provided by the existing environment along the
ma, o

access route t;o the site. In this problem the Boardwalk

and Atlantic avenue are the major access routes.
1

ose arriving by public or private transportation in

moso cases will approach the site from Atlantic avenue® An
enclosed parking structure will be provided on the site, seperate from the major casino, hotel complex, to accommodate those
visiters arriving by private vehicle.
Hotel registration will be provided at the registration
desk located in the parking structure, In this way access to
the major complex may be controlled as we'll as the visual exper
ience. Physical access to the complex shall be provide by a
moving walkway connecting the parking structure to the casino
entrance. The walkway is suspended shave grade about

1% feet.

This corresponds to the mezzanine level in the casino.
Baggage will also travel along this access route on a
seperate conveyor system which will transfer it from the regis
tration desk to the casino where it will be transferred to the
specified room.
Those arriving by private or public vehicle via Atlantic
avenue will experience a highly complex arrangement of signs,
textures, shapes and movements before arriving at the site.
This will be the dominant feature to contrast the site exper
ience•

xii(? j.n.Ltial experience with the site may occur when the
visitor views the top portion of the casino hotel structure

above the 2 and 3 story buildings along Atlantic avenue while
travsi i xg

•

the site*

This may be only an instant glimps

while moving or a more stationary view while stopped and waiting

for a light to change.
The nex4 ma.ior visual encounter will be a sign visible
f rom the side of the road from a convenient distance. It must
be relatively simple in contrast to the previous signs along the
thoroughfare and thus significantly different in order to direct
attention to the main access route leading to the parking garage
structure.
As the visitor approaches the main access street he will
become aware of a highly simple environment provided by the
formal and strongly organized natural landscaping and lighting
patterns along the main access route. This is achieved by a
relatively high degree of symmetry and repetition of natural
and man made elements, A well manicured expression. Sand
will be included in this composition as a cue to the beach*
This is a highly familiar cue to the visitor and gives context
to the experience^,
The parking structure will be located at the end of the
main access road.

Entrance to the parking structure must be

located in the center of the building to further enhance the
simplicity of the experience.through symmetry,

me •acade of the parking structure must contain highly
repetitive elements and must not exceed 5> storys in order that
it not compete with the maior visual ?orr;ij the casino«

An

emphasis on the horizontal form aids in contrasting the parking
structure to the vertical forces within the casino complex,.
The parking structure must be the same basic material as tfae
casino structure to maintain integration between the two.
The visitor arriving by private vehicle may enter the
parking structure, exit from his vehicle and have the atten
dant park his car.

The visitor arriving by taxi, limousine s rrvice or
chartered bus may also exit at the parking structure.
Those arriving by bus or other similar form of public
transportation may have to walk from Atlantic Avenue down
the main access route to the parking structure with their
luggage. This would not be a major effort in most cases.
Some means of protecting this visitor from the weather should
be provided, however,
After the visitor has safely arrived to the parking
structure he will continue to the second level via an esca
lator to register for a hotel room or simply to gain access
to the moving walkway and on to the casino.
The luggage is taken at the registration desk and placed
on a conveyor system which will transport it to tne hotel#
The visitor's need to park the cai*, check his luggage
and register for a room must not interfere with his more

aestheixc needs provided by the major casino experience.

The more

operational needs must be attended to first.
rhe visitor is now ready to be entertained. In order to
achieve satisfaction the new experience provided by the casino
must be significantly different from the visitor's previous ex
perience both with similar building types and experiences and
from the more receht visual experiences encountered just prior
to the naw experience.
The moving walkway itself will provide a significantly
different experience from the past as well as the unconventional
means of entering the main complex..
The walkway will be enclosed with a transparant plexiglass
shell to provide a constant view of the complex ahead. The moving
walk will maintain traffic to and from the casino.
As the visitor exits from the parking structure

he will

be immediately aware of a hi$ily simple but significantly dif
ferent environment before him relative to his recent experience
just prior to leaving the parking structure.
The casino complex itself will dominate the center ©f atten
tion initially due to its strong symmetrical location within the
visual composition also because of its height relative to the
forms surrounding it. The basic materials used will also pro
vide a contrasting feature relative to the majority of the exist
ing buildings in the area.
Simplicity is enhanced by the strong unity of raaterials,
colors and textures,

the high degree of repetition on the

7h

tacade, the strong symmetrical organization, the geometrical
si-nplic ity o

form.

All contribute to a relatively simple

and easily defined visual experience.
Attention must also he maintained as part of the stated
recjiisment for an aesthetic product.

It is not necessary to

maintain attention for a long period of time on the exterior
because it is such a brief experience. It will be maintained
sui iciently by the movement of the walkway toward the casino
entrance•
To complete the requirement for an aesthetic product
integration is necessary between the new experience and pre
vious experience.

To achieve this I have provided a highly

organized natural feature along the access route to the casi
no.

A garden park with the sand as the background for re

flecting pools, trees, shrubs, marsh grass and wood walk
ways.

All combine to provide cues which will put the exper

ience in context with the major exterior experience provided
by the beach and boardwalk.

A high degree of integration is

not necessary due to the low concept development the visitor
has of this area.

Only those major features features which

will maintain in the memory of the visitor are necessary for
integration.

When most loc?l people think of Atlantic city

they reflect on the boardwalk and beach.

These features act

as the background for all other experiences.

Even the adver

tising broshures will emphasize these features to the stranger0

3.vder to integrate the building further, I have set
it b acK from the road, Pacific avenue, as well as the sur1"

i1-; ^ads and the boardwalk and I have provided a gradual

transition :'rom the horizontal plane supplied by the ground
3.HC Lhe vertical plane of the building by sloping the

lower

stories of the building to achieve diagonal forces.
L

3 t urther enhance integration with the man made elements

in the area I would use a brown tone in the concrete which
appears to be a common color in the Atlantic City area along
the Boardwalk,
Those approaching the complex via the Boardwalk will not
be carrying luggage in most cases and will not be searching for
a hotel for the evening.

Their purpose is less directed to hotel

needs relative to those approaching the site from the Atlantic
avenue access.

In most case3 these people are interested in

the variety of visual experiences provided by the shops and
people strolling down the walk*
The ocean and beach along the south side of the Boardwalk
provides a continuous background for the highly complex exper
iences provided by the Boardwalk. On the first visit to the
Boardwalk the sea will be the major attention feature but as
the experience continues the activities along the Boardwalk*
the shops and people will direct attention*

The 3ea will be

come the background. In many cases the sea provides a conven
ient break from the high complexity of the Boardwalk.L When
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he complexity of the people and movements i n and
on the side of the Boardwalk and look

hue restiul sea. A very relaxing experience in contrast

to ins doardwali£ promenade• The sea is a highly simple exper
ience even though it is constantly changing. It is simple to
define visually.

A highly repetitions experience of waves,

beach and sky.
"The shops on the other hand are highly irregular in pattern.
Concepts are constantly being tested and developed.

Concept

development is at a peak. The aesthetic experience exists in
many instances if the visitor is not familiar with the area and
if hi3 safety needs do not interfere with the aesthetic need
as has been common on the Boardwalk in recent times. This will
most likely change with casino gambling*

The Boardwalk in essence is a highly complex experience.
When considering the approach to the Uptown Site on the Board
walk the high complexity must be integrated with the new
experience provided by thfc casino.

This may be accomplished by

continuing the shops Into the Uptown Site,

It is necessary to

provide a high degree of integration between the site and the
previous Boardwalk experience as well as the high scoaomic
value of this location.
The use of awnings on many existing ±ops along the
Boardwalk is common. They provide protection from rain and
sun.

They give a unity to the Boardwalk experience.

Incor

porating the awning on the shops within *;he site will help to
achieve integration.

i •; bcale ox the shops must 3Q.30 be considered to enhance
.

• iTrc

on,

ost of the shops fronting on the Boardwalk are

one and two story-structures which help to maintain the human
scaxe*

he multi-story hote.i structures ar<S usually located

;?r hack,

his orientation must also be considered in the

Uptown Site.
The integration need not be so high within the shop area
that the architect would simply duplicate the previous shop
facades.

By setting the shops back from the Boardwalk rela

tive to the location of existing shops and incorporating natur
al cues between the Boardwalk and 3hop access integration and
difference are achieved simultaneously*

Integration being pro

vided by the natural element such as sand, trees and shrubs and
fountains.

Bringing some of the experiences from the souths

side of the Boardwalk to the north side.

The scale and texture

of the shops also provides strong integration.

The difference

is supplied by the setback as well as the unusual placement of
the landscaping.
A highly simple experience must occur before entering
the highly complex casino space.

This may be provided by fch®

highly repetitive design elements provided by the shop facades,
A highly ordered sign arrangement and a strong unity of
materials and texturesAs the visitor approaches the casino structure the visual
experience must increase in simplicity as well as contrast the
previous experience.

Integration continues to be maintained

• . u.-vi.:ig the natural element. The space directly in front of
tne vJRino complex is relatively large and open,highly unusual
atong uhe boardwalk. The space shall include a highly ordered
gerden which will include sand as the major background for trees
snd shrubs, reflecting pools and fountains, marsh grass. The Board
walk. shall extend into the space to direct traffic to the major
casino structure0
A Boardwalk extention will also be provided around the
Qasino complex and will contain shops and restaurants and also
provide a secondary access to the casino* Access to the Board
walk extention shall be from the major Boardwalk. The extention
is meant to maintain attention as well as enhance the economic
value of the site.
The ma-ior visual experience will be provided by the casino
structure. Its orientation within the highly symmetrical arrange
ment of masses commands the major attention position. The high
degree of repetitive elements on the facade^ limited material
ar<d texture variation, simplicity of form and the high degree of
symmetry all combine to make this experience highly simple in

contrast to the previous Boardwalk experience. This high simpli
city sets the background for the highly complex visual experience
within the casino.
As the visitor enters the casino

either from the parking

access or the Boardwalk he will pass through the entrance doors
into a relatively low lobby space. Some cues should be located

ift the lobby relative to the casino experiences within. Light
ing levels must be lower than the interior space. The visitor
aware o

trie activities ahead but they are not clearly defined,

isual obstacles must be provided to control visual access to the
mat" oi space. As he continues through the lobby towards the ma,ior
casino space the space around him almost instant^ expands to
breathless proportion,

The ceiling lumps to 300 feet above his

head while the visual excitement before himj grows in variety and
intensity.

In essence a highly complex experience of people,

gaming activities , lights, movement, color and sounds«
A low degree of integration is maintained with the natural
landscaping similar to the exterior gardens throughout the casino
space.

The natural lighting being transmitted through the vast

skylight above enhances the natural growth of the plants.
Multiple levels of activity are provided throughoat the
space to maintain attention.

The visitor will enter at mezza

nine level which is 16 feet above the casino floor.

This will

allow him-a different perspective of the casino through time.
In order for the visitor to gain access to the casino floor he
must circumvent the casino on the mezzanine l^vel to the stair
case leading to the casino floor. This will aid in maintaining
attention

and allow the visitor to adjust the experience to hieL

needs at the time rather than being forced to enter directly
onto the casino floor as is the case in many Las Vegas Casinos.
The dominant experience will be determined by the sequence
of events that the visitor chooses to encounter through time.

Because of this the visitor will experience the casino differ
ently each time and will also experience it differently than
another visitor who chooses a different sequence of events.
The architect along with the interior designer must provide a
multitude of diffirent events within the casino space to main
tain attention as well as integrate these events relative to
ea«h other to achieve a significantly satisfying aesthetic
experience.
This brief analysis has provided only a fractional example
of a possible design approach relative to my thesis proposal#
It should be all that is necessary to provide a basic understan
ding of the application of this approach in Architectural design.
The corresponding graphic solution is provided on the following
pages o
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My primary effort in this thesis proposal has been to
reach a comprehensive understanding cif the nature of the aes
thetic experience relative to architecture.
I have directed these efforts through the study of the
hunan cognitive processes•

In this way I have become familiar

with recent theories ©n how the brain ©f man receives, analyses$
stares and retrieves sensory information from the environment«
I have found that the nature of the brain to respond to
differences relative to past experience is the basic criteria
for the ©esthetic experience* It is in essence a process of
learning or discovering and in the end, understanding a spe
cific visual experience*
If I am to function effectively as an architect in the
future I statist understand how t© manipulate the environment so
it will produce the most satisfying experience for those for
which it was intended*
I feel confident that this line af study is the true
basis for all aesthetic designj the ceramon denominator.

If

the architect were to pursue this line of reasoning he could
maintain his place in society as the aesthetic difference.
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